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The research reported herein includes unpublished iodine and 
ura1ti.:w11 data em a · group o£ Uhi.ted States Geol.ogi.cal. Survey standards· 
and on a group of· ul.trabasi.C" rocks. Data are al.so incl.uded. :ror the 
major rock types • deep sea sediments • and :tor gra~te and t.roUite 
incl.usi.ons in iron meteorites. T"ell.uri'Ulll1 data £or the troil.ite· are· 
also reported. Append.j.Jc:I is: a literature articie (Bennett and Manuel, 
1967a) on Canwon Dia'bl.o Graphite. Appendix· II is a l.i.terature article 
(Jimnett ~d Manuel,. l.961b) on deep sea sediments. 
The results of this study show that most of the earlier estimates: 
e£ the crustal. abtmdance o£ i.odi.n.e are unifol'll!ll.y too high. except £or 
c:Jeep sea sed.i.ll.ents. The results al.so indicate that the apparent 
"at.Gmie cii.spersi.on" theory of iodiDe was in fact due to rather unif'orm 
iocline contamimati.on. The iodine and urani.lllt. abm.rdanoes fraD. this 
study::- are used together with terrestrial.. xenon abumao.ce data recently 
redetermiDed by Mr. R. A. Cana1as i.n this l.aboratory to show that 
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This research was undertaken because the abundances of" i.odme 
in many terrestrial. m.ateriaJ.s were unknown, and the avallabl.e resul.ts 
were widely disputed. The "atomic dispersion• theory o£ iodine sug-
gested ey· Gol.dsehmi.dt (~962) was of parti.cu.l.ar interest in view of" 
the suspected contamnation probl.ems o£ earl.i.er iodine analyses • 
.A.t the tr.e this work waa undertaken, von Fel.lenberg''s (1924, 1.927) 
:iodine determinations for terrestrial. samples were still w:idely quoted 
a1though recent neutron activation analyses of meteorites had shONI.l 
von Fellenbergtls iodine data uni.form:l.y too high. 
Recent studies on the abundance of iodine in meteorites have 
demonstrated the importance of this element· in understandi:bg early 
geol.ogi.oal. history: (GOl.es and Anders·• 1.962; Reed and Al.l.en, 1.966; 
Kuroda et al.. 1.966; Clark et al., 1.967). USing neutron activation 
anal.ysis,. these recent abundance data show exce1.1eDt agreement and 
indicate severe oomtamination problems in many· of the earlier analyses. 
Very: few investigations on terrestri.al. mater.ial.s have been perfc:maed 
using this superior teChnique. 
As a ·· coroll.a.ry to this research• the iodine ab::mdanoes of 
terrestri.al. and meteoritic sampl.es · are eompa.red with the concentra-
tions o:r· radiogenic )[el.29. This comparison permits a - eal.cu.1atioo 
of the J:129-xel29 £'ormation interva1s: o:t the earth and the meteorite8'. 
The telluri.Ulll abundal'lloe of a troil.i.te nod.u1e f'rom: the Great 1iamaqua-
l.and meteorite was al.so determ:ined and used with nobl.e gas~ data 
(AJ..e:xander et al., 1967) to cal.cu.l.ate the contribution of iodine and 
tell.urium to the isotopic anomalies o£ xenon. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The need for a systematic study o£ the abundances of iodine 
:is best illustrated by· reviewing the data presentl.y avallabl.e. It 
should be noted that· muoh o£ the early· data £or terrestria1 samples 
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is unreliabl.e but that reliable data for meteorites have been obtained 
by'· neutron. activation analysis. 
For iodine i.nJ terrestri.a.l rocks most authors re:ter to the work 
of von: Fellenberg (1924, 1.927) and von Fellenberg and Lunde. (1927). 
'mle most eomprehensi ve report on iodine is by' the Ch:i.l.ean Iodine 
Ed.uca.titm BUreau which relies heavil.y on VODl Fe1l.enberg1s data. 
This report covers a.l.l. . iodine determinations pt~bl.:ished. up to 1954. 
Tayl.or (1964) refers to TU.reki.an and Wedepohl. {1961.) who refer to 
the Chilean Report £or their iodine data. Ranfcama and Sahama (19.50) 
and Goldschmidt (1962) used von Fel.lenherg•·ts data in the geochendstry 
of iodine sections of their te:JQtboolcs. Bu.t Cleles and Anders (1962) 
determi.nled iodine in meteorites by' neutron. activation and showed 
von Fel.l.enberg' s data uni.£orm:l.y:r toa high ey· f'acters of .5 to 30 as 
illustrated in Table I. Kuroda ·and crouch (1962) report iodine 
abundances in igneous:: rocks by spectrophotometry-•· which also show 
von Fel.1enberg1 's data somewhat too hi.gh as shown in Table I. 
Go1es and Anders' ' {1962) values have been found sl.ightl.y· l.cnr 
by Reed and Al.len (1966) •· perhaps due to a h:i.gh fission y:i.el.d of 
iodine froar resonance and fast neutron fission of uZJ8 and ~32. 
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BOth used neutron activa.t'i.on a;rx.a.lysis. In this study an exacl. correc-
tion £or interf'ering f'issi.on isotopes is made. 
Although most authors £~ von FelleDberg1s data uni£ormlY 
high,. recent iodine determi.na:t.:i..ons in sedila.entary rocks are higher 
than those of' von Fel.l.enberg. For instance • note a eom:parison of' 
Itkiaa~'s (~956a) and von !i'el.1enberg'~ data f'or iodine in limestone 
and sandstone in Tabl.e :r. 
The data on iodine i.nd:Loate a detini.te enrichment or this 
element in sediments and org a.n:l.c material.s. Tb'ia is espeeial.ly' 
exes.pl.i.f'i.ed by some of' the recent stud:ies by' Russian geochemists 
(Itkina, 1956a; Itkina. 1956b: OUl.y'ayeTa and Itkina. 1962). Aside 
£rom this and the unexplained cc:::ncentratioo. o:t iodine in the Chilean 
nitrate deposits • presentl.y ava.tlabl.e data show an unusual uni.f'orm:it7 
of' iodine in rocks. Gol.dschmidt (1.962) points out that contami-
nation may be responsi.bl.e £or t h e appa.rent • atom:ic di.spersion• of' 
this el.ement. Hawever th:i.s uni:f'ora dist.r'ibuti.on is evident in the 
best anal.yses selected by Go1.dsobaidt as ahOMD in 'f'abl.e II. 
In Table II recent :iodine an.al.Jrses f'rQm stone meteorites by 
Kuroda et al, 1966. are sh01ft'l f or comparison. These lBBasurementB 
seem to support Goldschmidt 1'8 ooneem :tor eontand.nation in early 
iodine analyses. The average abundance of' iodine in meteorites :is 
appreci.a.bly· lower than reported by' von Fellenberg (1927) (Table I). 
and the distribution o£ iodine in aeteori.tes indi.oa.tes that thi.s 
el.eaent is:; not immune to geochetlidoa.1 dispersion. 
In sllllllllarY· the iodine abrmdanae data demonstrate a def'ini.te need 
t:or the appli.oati.on of' newer techniques in order to obtain more 
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re1iab1e abundance information. As more information is obtained 
on the meteorites • it wil.J. be e-ven JDJOre necessary· that re1iab1e data 
on terrestrial. samp1ea be avail.ab1e in order to compat'e the early 
history and geochrono1ogy o£ the earth with. the meteorites• 
III. PROCEDURE . 
The: pro:cedure used in anal.yz iDg for iodine and uraniuar will. be 
described in. detail as severa1 modi.fi.catiomr of' the various proce-
dures· in: the· literature (eg, GOles and Anders., 1962; Meason. 1964; 
Kuroda et al.. I966; Clark et al• l. 967) have been lllade. 
The reactor used in the· work described here :is a· 200 kilowatt 
swimlli.Dg· pool reaet.or located· em the camplS~ at the tfniversity:- of 
Missouri. at Rol.1a. The S811lples aDd monitors were encased in pol.y·• 
et.hyleDe capsules. These were placed into a 1arge polyethylene 
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vi.a.l. with the l.id covered with :paraf"fi.n and. w:ith a- :nyl.on ring areUDd 
it t ·o which ~loa strings were · attached. The nylon ring had eight 
holes• 45 d .egrees· apart. TWo· strings passec:l across the· top and the 
bottcat o:t the OODta:lner iDtersecti.Dg at 90 degree :mgles:, each string 
beiDg attached to. hal:.es· 1.80 degrees: apari:. This- cage-J.ike arraDge-
meliltt of nylon strings was designed to preveat the :polyethylene vi.a.l. 
f'rolm surfacing in the event that the nylon rimg slipped from the via1 
during· the irradiation. Lead sinkers were attached at the intersection 
of the bottOIII! strings and the saDtple was su.ppert.ed by'- ny1on cord 
attached at the intersect:i.Ol'l\ of· the top strings. 'fhe polyethylene 
vi.a1 ill which the sa.:arpl.es and monitors· were pl!.aeed was :round to 
receive a rather eonstamt :nux o:r about 5 x: 1.012 neutroDS' per. r:a'f. 
seeomd. Most irradiati.ODS were f'er 25 · mimd~es:. 
The capsules '£or irradiation were polyethylene tubing closed 
with a fiat tip on a soldering iron. Monitors · o£ .50 lambda each 
were,· pi petted :into the capsulles. Then the pipets were rinsed with 
H20 i.Dto the caj:8ule·· rt is thought that the pipetting may- be 
responsibl.& for a . great· deal o:t. error as an intercontamdnation of 
1110nitors · vas· observed when the pipets were :not scrupulously clean. 
This part of the pt""CJcedure will be modif'ied. in the :future • 
Molld.tors o£ about o··.2 micrograms :r- as Nat or n: . per· 50 lambda 
and o.s to 1 microgram: of u· as uranyl Ditrate were irradiated. For 
these it. was foUDd necessary to cut the poqethylene capsules open 
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m approximately: eq~ens o£ a ha.l£ inch or less apiece and then 
add distUl.ed wat~r and squeeze the contents out with tongs into: the 
:f'irst. separatory :t\lnnel.. This washing o:r the monitor from: the capsul.e.· 
was repeated several. times: per half' of· eapsu1e. 'I'hi.s part of the 
procedure.; was> di.:tficul.t . as :it was :aot possible: to determ:i.De whea an 
the · mmitor was wasaed :f'roa. the capsul.es. aDd i.t was d.if'£i.cu1t t.o 
handle the capsul.es with tongs. Hmrever when the eDJtire capsule 
was duape<i i.n:to the .£irst separatory· funnel •. i.ociine contamrination 
(rl28 activity) was sometilaes found up to several parts per bill.i.OD 
'i.Gdiae. 
The basi.c prmc:i.pl.e o:t the aoni.to:r procedure was an. oxi.dation-
reduetion cycl.e using aqueous · N.a.HS03 as a · reducimg agel'l!t. and aqueous 
Ni~ in mm3 as an · oxidizing• agent.. OCCJ.4 was used to· eJGtract ~ 
and Hi!O was usecl to extract I-. The sam.pJLe procedure was slight.l.:T' 
mG<H.f'i~ . ia the f:irst steps ot the oxida:ti.OR ... redlletioD cycle • 
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The e:m.ct monitor procedure i.s shown in Figure I. Except f"or 
monitors and carriers, concentrations were approximate. The amount 
of ·reagent. necessary depended on vol.ume of water presemtt and the 
concentration o£ reagent·. The necessary- amount o£ each. reagent· was 
determ:iaed by observing the color changes betweeR! . pink ~ iD CCI.4 
ami cl..ear r- in H"20· After the fina.1 eX\traction. o£ r- into water. 
the aqueous so1ut.icm. was emptied into &'" '. lK> mil. cen:tri~e test tube,. 
acidified with HW~. heated.- and preci.pitated wi.tfu .AgNOJ solution. 
One .. m1 of carrier containing about 20 mg o:r· r- and one ml.. o£ 
:er- ho1d-back carrier containing· about. 10 :ag :ar- were used in all 
sj :pa.ra.t:ions. Percentage yield was ca.l.eul.a:ted on the basis · of the· 
i.cxli.ne carrier. A1J.: sa.m:pl.es and monitors were corrected to 1.00 per 
cent yi.e1d. 
Figure II shows a now diagram. for Salllpl.e procedure.. !he i.Jd.t.i.al. 
step was a .fusioa with He.Offi..B!a202 • Clle~ .:1.. :r carri.er was p1aeed 
OD the~ bott- of' a .50 :ml. ndckel. c:raci.bl.e., t.hea saap1.e. then !l.aOlf 
and~~· u · the:: lfa2~ caaes •·in contact nth the aqueous r carrier., 
the reaction occurs before equil.il!ri.lDit 1.s estab:l.ished between carrier 
and sampl.e iodine• The :fusion was perf'oraed tmder maxi.Bit:mt shi.el.ding 
by· heat"~ for about .5 mti.rmtes at low name f'ol.l.owed by:- about 10 
m.imltes · at Mgh f'1allle of a Meeker burner. 'Jhe. fUsion cake was 
coel.ed aad. the nickel. eruei.b1e piaced in a beaker over .ice. It was 
neeessar;y for the fusion cake to be so1idi.f:i.edl before di.sso1ution 
or the heat evol.ved was so· inteuse as to break the Pyrex beaker., 
After so1idi.ti.cation of the :fUsion· ca.Jm,, the 1id. was reaoved :t"r<;a. 
tl!:e nickel. crucrl..bl.e.,. and H20 was squirted onto the fusion cake.. The 
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cake · was ~reel wi.th H.20 and placed into the f'lame while being hel.d 
by· tongs. The aqueous contents were emptied into the beaker• mare 
water was added. heated. etc• unti.l dissolution was CClll'llpl.ete. Then 
a . ~fitl. . o£ ice was added to the-. beaker and about 20 ml. o£ 6 H HCl. 
were a1llded• which el.ea.ned the nickel. c:rucibl.e and l.id ami aeidi..f"i.ed 
the solution.. More ice was added £ol1owed by about .5 Dd o£ ElF • 
:rt wa2r extremely· im:portamt to dissolve the fusion cake aa 
desm-i.bed or the inrtel'JSe heat. would cause loss: o£ roJ- by:- vaporisation. 
In early.· experiments· when this procedure was not :f'ol.lowed, yi.el.ds 
were uni.formii.y lev due to the escape of iodine. 
The aci,djf'.ied sol.uti.on was fil.tered (through coarse fil.ter 
paper on a plastic Btlchmer funnel.) and the· f'il.trate added to the 
first separatory;:- 1'\mnel (see Figure II). About 0 .2 M NH20H•HC1. was 
added in slight excess • ie • about 1~ Ill. 110re thaD Deeded to completely' 
discolor the KMn04• This · was necessary· il1l order to oon'ftrt m3- to 
r amd tv·: evercome the instabllit;Y." of Jnl20lf-EICl: to heat. If tba 
e-xact right amcnmt· o£ BR'20H'-HC1 was added.,. Iz f'o:nmd and was extracted 
iRte. the CC14 layer. HbweTer in the majority· 0'£ trials using only' 
NH20H-..HC1.., a ·.low. yiel.d was obtained due to equation (2) • 
12NH20H[ItHCJ.. + 4IOJ- = 6N20 + 12HC1. + 8:12 + l.8f!20 
2NH20Ht.HC1. + 2I.2 = lla" + lf2" + 4:r- + 4Ht + HCl. 
(1) 
(2) 
The pro:cedure described m the l.i.terature was therefore al.tered by-
adding excess NHzOH•HCl.. then 6 M :mm3 aRd llla.N02 • Sutpie yiel.ds 
were u.sua.lly7 .50-70 per cent usmg- this procedure. The sam.p1e proce-
dure beyond the f'frst e:x:tract:icm. was l.ike that. described ror lD.OI.'Ii.tors 
at:td is · showa· in Figure II. 
The final. Agi precipitate was filtered on glass :fi.ber filter 
paper through a~~ oh.imney. washed wi.th aeetone. then dried J0-60 seconds 
at 110° c. The filter paper and precipitate were then mounted on a 
2 inch stai.n1ess steel. planchet with 2-sided cellulose tape along· the' 
4 sides. The precipitate was covered wi.th Mylar which was attached to 
the cellulose tape. The planchet with tape, filter paper and Mylar 
were weighed bef'ore the samples were mounted. 
The samples ·were CQU.llted in a gas-now end window proportional 
counter having a background of' about 12 counts per minute. Except 
:in a few o:f' the standards where the iodine was less than about 20 
parts per billion (ppb) .. there was l.i.ttl.e troubl.e separating the 
25 minute Il28 activity from. the decay curve of the ccmbd.ned fission 
J:3'0d.ucts ·of uranitmu · :rl.Jl.• :r132 • Il.JJ, :rl34 and rl35. 
In general frequea.t 2 minute counts were performed until the 
activi.ty vas l.ess than li>O counts per 2 minutes. The counting of 
the iodine monit.ors was then di.scentinued and the counting time for 
uranium monitors and samples was len&thened to 5 minutes. AJ.1 
monitors and sampl.es were counted alternately' for 2-4 hours following 
irradiation. Some counting · was performed several. hours l.ater and 
several. days later. These l.ater counts were necessary· for measure..:. 
m.ent of the long-lived activi.ty in order to validate uranium content. 
to check on :r131 activity and to check :for contaminati.on. 
A normal. run consisted o£ l. or 2 samples weighing 0 .2 to 2 
grams and 2 monitors~ each o:f' iodine and uranium plus an empty- capsule 
as blank. After bl.anks containing distila.ed water were shown to 
give the same acti.vity as empty · capsules , the empty capsules were 
ll.. 
irradiated as b~anks. In most instances b~anks gave 50 counts per 
minute at the beginning o£ counting, about 40 minutes after temination 
of the irradiation. By the time a~l. monitors and samp~es were 
separated• blanks usuaJ.ly were near background activity. The entire 
procedure on al.~ sarap~es and monitors normally: took 90-120 minutes .. 
Great NamaquaJ and troUite vas irradiated for 2 hours with 
iodine and uran.ill.llr monitors together with moniiiors of about 1 mg 
o£ tellurium as a{NOJ)4• The sample was a~lowed to sit about: aD. 
hour after end o£ irradiation fer the 2.5 minute T:el31. to decay-to I~J~. 
C'OllRting was per.f'ol"'lfed every day' or two £'or several: days to fellow 
the r131 act:i:vityr (tt :z 8 days). Correction was :made for tl31 f'rODr 
urarnum:. The tel1uri1lllt'. monitors were analyzed by· the same procedure 
as described £or other monitors. Except in the case of' this troilite,. 
measurable tellurium was not observed for the 25 minute irradiations• 
The modifications of sample procedure used to dissolve Gan:ron 
Diabl.o graphite are given :in Appendi:x: I. 
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IV. DATA AND DISCUSSION: 
The data obtained in the work done for this thesis are shown 
:1D Tables III. IV • V and VI. Tabl.e III shows the iodine and uranium 
contents of a group o£ United States Geo1ogica1 Survey · samples. 
Ta.bl.e IV. shows similar data '£or a group of ul.trabasi.c rocks. 'l'ahle 
V shows data for several. di:f:ferent rock types and the deep sea 
sedi:atemtt. data (:e&lmett. and Manuel. • 196?b) (see J.ppetdi.x- II). 'f"abl.e 
VI shows data-on Great R'Qmaqual.and troili.te and Canyon Diabl.o graphite 
(Bennett· and Ma.nue1 • . 1967a) (see Appendix-I). 
In the following discussion. an average crustal abundance of 
iodine is estimated f'r0111 the data on terrestrial. rocks. This is 
shown to be s:imi J ar to the average :iodine composition o:t ehondritic 
meteorites but much less than indicated 'by: TOn Felle:nberg's data 
(1924. 1927) (see Tabl.es I and II). The wide variations in the 
i.odine abundances are employed to cr:it:ically examine the theory of' 
•atomi.e dispersion" of iodiDe. The average crl:l.Sta'l abundance of 
iodine :is combined w:i.th the high concentrations of xenon· in terres-. 
trial.. shales (Cana1as • 1967) in order to caleul.ate an rl29_:xel29 
forma.ti.on interval for the earth. The age obtained is shown to be 
similar to that- for chondrites. Finally" ·the abundance data on 
DteteGrites are combined wi.th nobl.e gas data by Al.exander et al (1967) 
:in order to ca1cul.ate the contributi.on of i.odine and telluri.Ulll to-
the i.sotopi.c ancmal.:ies of xenon. 
l.J 
A. Terrestrial Samples 
Table III shows average values for iodine and uranium in United 
States Geological Survey samples on the basis o:f 2 or J tri.al.s each. 
It is interesting to note the low iodine content o£ basal.t. grano-
diorite and granite. Compare. especis.l.ly; the granite and basalt 
values with previous estimates (Tables I and II). Tab1.e V compares 
the uraniUllt. results with available data on the same sampl.es taken 
f'r0J11 di.:f:ferent posi. tions. There i.s su.f:f'i.cient agreement to suggest 
that di.:f'.t'erences are perhaps due to the di.t'f"erent splits and positions 
o:f the other samples. 
Table IV shows data on- a group o£ u.l.trabasi.c rocks and carbona-
tites. This group o£ ultrabasic rocks was anal.yzed because .from the 
lind ted inf"ormati.on avaUabl.e on the earth ''s -mantle, its compositi.on 
i.s thought to be similar to chondrites and ultrabasic rocks (Mason, 
19,58; Miyake, 1965; Wald.ta ,e tta.J... 1967). Tabl.e VIII shows Gol.es 
and Aaders'1 (1.962) data en chendri.tes. The data on ul.trabasic rocks 
show a very- wide range o:f' values and sc.eti.Jiles separate analyses 
for one rock do not agree. This may resul.t freE the f'act t.hat the 
pieces· of rock were not a1.ways of' the same mineral.ogiea1 composition, 
s .ince small pi.eces were broken f'raa a large speci.aea vi.th no atteapt 
being made to Idck homogen'eou.s samples or saapl.es o£ the saae com-
position from one tri.a1. to the next. :If" the rocks shown in Table IV 
represent mant1e mat.eria1, the iodine content of the mant.1e is hi.ghly 
variab1e. Since such wide variations are not observad in a eteori.tes • 
it, appears that: the iodi.ne distri.bution in u1trabasic rooks has been 
a1tered by: geological processes. 
Table V shows abundances in a number o£ miscellaneous rocks. 
These analyses were I!la.de in an attempt. to show what kind o£ abundance 
patterns might be expected. With setldmentary:' rocks • as with ultra-
basic rocks, a wide range o£ values is observed. This is to be 
expected since iodine is corri1ated with organic content (Mun and 
Bazllevi.eh·. 1964). 
The iodiDe data -in Tables III, 1Y ami V show variations of the 
iodine abundances -in terrestrial. material. by as much as a factor o'£' 
3.000. These results show that von Fel.lenbergts (1.924. 1.92?') data 
on i.edine were t® high for the iodine-poor i.gaeous rocks. Thus i.t 
i.s indicated that the terrestrial. distribution of i.odine is governed 
by: · geochemical. principles and that eontam1nati.onsor l.ov: sensitivity 
were responsib1e for the apparent . •atomic di-spersion• o£ this el.EQII.ent 
im early analyses. 
In. order to estimate a crustal. iodine abundance, i. t is necessar;y 
to consider the structure of the earth ts crust (Figure In). According 
to CJ.arke and Washington (l. 924) the earth •rs crust is by weight 95 
per cent igneous rocks an<il 5 · per cent sediments. The sediments 
contain 4 per cent. shale, t\.2.5: per cent limestone and. 0.75 per cent 
sandstone. Using these values together with the iodine abundances 
for -granites and basal.ts from Table III and for shale, limestone 
and sandstone from Table IV • the iodine content of the crust is 
cal.cul.ated to be approximately'· 170 parts per billion. This is simi.l.ar 
to the chond.ritic abundances of iodine as shown in Table VIII (Gbl.es 
and Anders, 1962). 
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:e. Formation Interval of the Earth 
Brown (1947) first pointed out that the time interval. between 
f"o1":!:113.ti.on of the elements and the .f'orm:ati.on of the earth could be 
dated i.f' the natural. decay- products of extin.ct. short-l.i.ved radi.o-
act:ivi.ty coul.d be isolated. Reynol.ds•1 (l.960a) discovery: of the 
decay· product of extinct :rl-29 in stone meteorites ( tt == 17 mi.l.l.i.on 
years) has been used wi.th m.eteori.ti.c iodine abundances-' to rather 
accurately· date the formation time f'or meteorites (Gol.es and Anders-, 
1961; Jeffery and Reyno1ds• 1961: Mamlel. and Kuroda.., 1964; Merrlhue. 
1966·; Bennett and Manuel.. J.:.967a; HOhenberg et a1. 1967; Sabu .and 
Iruroda. 1967) at about 1-3 x' 108 years,. depending on the model. o.f' 
e1ement synthesis used for the eal.cu.l.a.ti.on. 
The basis for the cal.cul.at:ion can be outl.ined by the following 
equations z: 
r129 ~ xel.29r + & - + ;) 
(I129fx127)t=c : (r129jrl27)t=s e~~29(C - S) 




The first equation shows the decay of' now extinct zl.29 to form 
radi.ogeni.c Xe129r. If' synthesis of' the el.eaents in our solar system 
ceased at some time t = s t then the rati.o of' rl29 to stable rl27 
woul.d thereafter decrease exponenti.a.l.ly w:i.th the decay constant 
A129. A.t the time of' condensati.on of' pl.anetary bodies • t = c 9 the 
r129frl.27 ratio woul.d be as shown in equat:ioa (2). During formation 
of' sol.i.d bodies • chemical. processes woul.d separate the gaseous decay 
product. Xe129r, :frc:mr the parent :rJ-29. Since the :rl29 behaves 
chemically as does r1.27. the decay product of. the rl2 9 which remained 
1.6 
after time t = e would accumulate at the iodine sites in meteorites. 
Jeffery and Reynolds (1.961) have shown conclusively' that this is' 
the site which rel.eases the radioge:rrlc "E"el29r • H~nce the observed 
ratio of radiogenic Xel.29r to stabl.e rl27 defines the r129 /Il27 
ratio at time t = c. as i.ndi.ca.ted by equation (3). This: ratio can 
be· used in equation (2) to calculate the Il29_xel29 :formatica interval, 
4t = c - s • 
.Although the above method has been used to calculat-e r129..xal29 
£"ormation :intervals £or meteorites • similar ea.l.cul.ations for the 
earth are complicated by the absence of chemical abundance data . for 
the earthf's interior and. the more complex thermal history· of the 
earth. Sinee radiogenic Xel29 has been trapped in meteorites, the 
extent of outgassing o£ th'is decay product fran the earth ''s interior 
to the atmosphere :is o:f particular signi£ican.ce in. arry cal.cul.a.tion 
o£ the :formation interval. o:f the earth. Because such calculations 
are highly speculative, no exact calculations vil1bbe sho1m here. 
Hbwever the ef'£ect o:f the iodine and xenon data from this laboratory 
on earlier calculations is illustrated below. 
Reynol.ds (1 96ob) and Goles and Anders (1961) assumed the earth 
to be canpl.etely outgassed in calculating the r129 -xel29 formation 
interval f'or the earth. Their calculations showed that the £ormation 
o:f the earth postdates the formation o:f the chondrites by 50 to 100 
million years. The iodine data shown in Tabl.es III, Nand V indicate 
. that the terrestrial abundance o:f iodine has been overestimated by 
a :factor o:f about 2 and Canal.as (1.967) has shown that shales alone 
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may· contain up to 9 times the xenon content of the atmosphere. Thus 
i:f the atmosphere contains only:' one-tenth of the terrestrial abun-
dance of radiogenic Xe129r, and if' von Fellenberg's iodine data 
are uniformly too high by a £actor or 2. then the X'e129r jr127 ratio 
for the earth has been lDillerastimated by' a £actor · of about 20. 
Since 4.3 hal.£'-lives of extinct~ r129 would be required to il'lerease 
the Xe129r fr127 ratio by" a f'aetor of 20, the earlier calculations 
of the :rl29_xe129 f'ormation interval. for the earth may:· ha"l'e over-
estimated this time span by 4.3 half'-li.ves of :r129, i.e 73 million 
years. Thus thi.s data suggests that the earth and the meteorites 
are contemporaneous, within· limits of' the speculative assumptions 
necessary to estimate an :rl29-Xe129 formation interval for the earth. 
c. Meteoritic Samples~: 
TWo meteorites were analyzed in this work. A detailed discussion 
of the work on Canyon Diablo graphite will not be given here since 
this is presented in the published manuscript shown in Appendix I. 
The results of the iodine and uranium analyses on the graphite are 
shown in Table VI. 
By-· combining · these results with the xenon data of Alexander 
and Manuel (196?), the r129~129 formation interval for this iron 
meteorite was calculated and shown to be similar to the formation 
intervals reported for chondrites. This is in contrast to Reynolds 1 
(1963) conclusion that the iron meteorites cooled about 200 million 
years after the chondrites. 
A great deal of difficulty was encountered in adapting the 
analysis procedure £or the graphite samples. The major problem 
was in quickly-dissolving the graphite without loss o£ iodine. The 
m·odi.f'i.cati.ons o:C the experi.m.enta1 procedure .from that used for 
silicates are shown in Appendix I. 
A sample o£ troilite from: the Great· Namaqualand iron· meteorite 
was ana.l.yzed £or iodine,_ teUurium. and uranium. The a'bum::lances o£ 
iodine and urani.um were determined :fraa:· two samples irradiated for 
25 minutes. Due to the rel.atively small neutron capture cross-
section· of Te1 30 and the long hal.f-J.i.fe o:f' rl.JJ.• the telluriUDt 
abundance was determined on a separate samplllt -which had undergone 
a:. two hour :1rradi.ation. 
The iodine, tellurium and uranium abundances in the troUi.te 
are shown in· T'abl.e VI. The iodine and uranillBl! contents in the. Great 
N.amaqual.and troilite are similar to those in Canyon Diablo troilite, 
but the telluri'W'IIl content o£ the Great Namaqua.l.and troil.ite is greater 
than that reported in any troilite phase by Gol.es and Anders (1962). 
In spite of the chal.-cophilie nature of tellurium, Gales and Anders 
.found the abundances o£ te11url.• in troll:l.te to be about equal to 
the tellurium content of carbonaceous and enstatite chondrites. 
The tellurium content in the Great Nama.qualand troilite, 18 ~s 
per million (ppa) • corresponds to arr atomic ratio Te/S = 1.2 x J.o-.5 
i.f' the troilite is assumed to be pure FeS. This value is in close 
agreement wi.th the cosmic Te1S ratio reported by Suess and Urey- (19.56). 
In an analysis of the abundance and isotopic composition o£ xenon 
£rom the Great Namaqualand troilite, llexander et a1 (1967) report 
no isotopic anomal.ies except 1.5 x 1o-1.2 ce STP excess xe1Jl. an.d 
s.a X J.o-12 cc STP excess xe129 per gram of trollite. Sin.ce fission· 
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wouid. also produce excesses at xe132 • xel34 and xe136, the anomalies 
in the trolli.te are probably the result o£ nuclear reactions on· 
telluriunr and/or the B!. ~· decay of extinct r129. 
Thermal neutron capture on tel.luriun of terrestrial isotopic 
composition woul.d produce excess Xel.29 and X&l.Jl in the ratio 
Xel29 /xel31 = o.63. Since the anomalous xenon in the troil.ite 
occurs in the ratio xel29 /xe13l = 5. 9. this origin o£ the xe131 
would suggest the presence o£ ?.9 x J.o-12 ce STP radiogenic xel29 
per gram· of' trollite or 8.8 x lo-.5 cc STP radiogenic xe129 per gram 
of iodine. 
For the continuous synthesis model described by Kohman (1961) • 
Kuroda (1961) has cal.culated the r129 /Il27 ratio at the end of 
gal.actic nucleosyrrthesi.s to be (rl29fr127)s = 3 x J.o-3. This corre-
sponds to a maximum of 0 • .52 cc STP radi'ogenic xe129 per gram. of iodine 
for meteorites which start to retain the gaseous xel2 9 decay product 
immediatel.y · af."ter nucl&osynthesis. Since the Great N'.amaqualand 
trollite contains 8.8 X lo-.5 cc STP radiogenic xel29 per gram of 
iodine, this nodul.e began to retain radiogenic Xel29 about 216 million 
years after an initial. r129 fr127 ratio of J x J.o-3. 
The above is probably a mi.nim.u:ar z129~129 age · for this sample 
since fast neutrons may produce a l.arger xe129 /YislJl ratio than 
thermal neutrons. From the presently availabl.e cross section data 
on tellurium (Goldberg et al,. 1966), i.t appears that nonthermal. 
neutrons wU1 produce a maxinl:mrr xe129 /xe131 of about 3. Excesses 
of xe129 and xelJl have been. found in tellurium:. ores in. the ratio 
Xe129fxel31 = 1.5-J.O (Inghram and Reynolds, 19.50; ~akaoka. and Ogata, 
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1966) ., These anomal.ies have been attributed to neutron capture on 
tell.urium and to negative muon reaetions (Takagi et al.. 1967) on 
Tel.30, Te130 (Jl- ,n)W29(J-)Te129 (J.-)r129<J""')xel29. I:r the excess' 
xe131 was produced in some reaction which produced Xe129 /xe131 6 3• 
then the radiogenic Xe12 9 in the troil.ite nod.ul.e of Great Nama.qual.and 
could amoun:t to as little as 4.3 x · l.o-12 oc STP/gram. In this case 
the r129-xe129 £ormation interval. would be 231 million ;rears. 
Thus the :rl29_xe129 formation interval. for the Great Namaqualand 
trollite appears to be in cl.ose agreement with the r129 -Xe129 age o:r 
the Sardis trolli.te (Reynolds. 1963) but appreci.a.bl.y l.m1ger than the 
r129..xe129 age of' ean;ron Diablo graphite. The presence of' excess: 
Xe129 from neutron capt.ure reactions on tellurium in the troilite 
phases of both Sardis and Great Nama.qualand are consistent with the 
proposed. synthesis of :rl29 in the solar system. (Fowl.er et a.1. 1962) 
and orel2B-re129 dating of meteorites {Kuroda et a1. 1967). 
The results from this analys:l.s of Great :Ramacqua.l.and troilite 
have been com.bined. wi.th noble gas data fran the mass speetrometer 
laboratory in. a .manuscript entitled "On N'cbl..e Gas J.nomalies in the 
Great lfamaqual.and Troil.ite• by ·Al.exander. Bennett· and Manuel. This· 
paper was suliaitted to Zeitscbri.:f.'t .t1lr lfaturf'orschung in N.bvember, 1967 • 
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V' • CONCWSIONS 
The resul.ts of this investigation have shown the fol.lowin:g~ _ 
l.. The atomic dispersion theory of terrestrial iodine is incon-
sistent with the resu1ts presented here. 
2. Previous estimates of iodine abundance for the earth based 
on von Fellenberg's data {1924. 1927) were high. 
3. Deep sea sediments were found to be highly enriched in 
iodine over previous estimates • . 
4. From the iodine abundances in a nlllllber of terrestrial.. 
materials. fairly concOrdant I129-x-el29 ages are cal.cul.ated for the 
earth and for dondrites. Thus it seems likely:· that the early' 
history of the earth was similar to that for chondrites. 
5. A new procedure for analyzing iodine in graphi.te was deve1-
oped and a gra!ili.te nodu1e :f'ralr. an iron. meteorite was found to have · 
an I129-J:el29 age similar to chondrites. 
6. A troilite nodule from an iron meteorite was .found to be 
enriched in t.e11uriUJI and to ha"''8 started retaining radiogenic 
xe129 about 100 mJi.l.l.ion years later thaa chondrites. 
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TABLE I. 
TERRESTRIAL AND METEORITIC ABUNDANCES OF IODINE 
Abundances in parts per billion (ppb) 
Meteorite Data by" Goles and Anders Data by von Fellenberg 
(1927) (1.962) 
Moes .50 ppb 
Erghee 90 ppb: 
TOluca metal 170, 320 ppb 






Data · bT Kuroda and Grouch 
(1962) 
1.50 ppb average 
4o pph' 









Data by von Fel.1enberg 
(1924) 
44o ppb 
• 200 ppb 
380 ppb 
380 ppb 








IODINE .ABUNDANCES .AND ATOMIC DISPERSION 

















Pema: Bl.anca Spring 
Pasam.onte 







n + za: 
-
2~ + 4 
-
35 ± 4 
635 ±20 
83 * 25 
46o t 50 
81 t 8 
188 ± 18 
14.,o t o.J 
. 96 t 2 
125 t 59 
29.0 t ~.2 ·· 
173 t 48 
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TABLE III. 
UNITED STATES' GEOLOGICAL SURVEY' STANDARDS 
Sample Split. Position ppb I ppb ij'i 
Granite G<-2 1.0:3 9 43.6 ± 8.:3 1.505 t 175: 
Andesite .lGV~l 2 22 119 t 3 .588~ ± 35 
Peri<Jotit.e PCC-1 59 19 102 ± 35 27.8 + 9.4 
-
Duni.te DTS-1. 26 6 1.10 ..t 5 6.74 ± 0.37 
Basalt BCR-1. . 7 29 18.3 ± 2 676 t 68 
GI-anodiorite GSP-1 75 25 16.3 1: 2 .514 1: 54 
~IV. 

















Carbonatite wi.th perovskite 
Arka.Dsas 
Carbonatite with koppite 
Nbrway 
































































8000 ± 1.600 
c: 20 
c.l.O 
J6.50 t" 720 
4oJOO ± 3400 
464oo ± 2400 
49000 + 1000 
-
10900 ± 2200 
! a.o1·ea from' Un:i.ted states Geological Survey· 
**samples :trorm Ward's Scienti.:t:i.c Som.pany-
ppb w 
67.50 + 500 
-
1.240 ± 200 
ll40 + 200 
-
30.6 t" 4.6 
416 ± 80 
237 • .54 
-
87.1. ±1.8 
171.0 t 340 
1.62 t" 22 
61. * 24 
250 t 1.00 





S'aJI'Ilpl.e ppb I ppb u· ppn Te 
Canyon Diablo graphite )40 + 1.)0 1.29 ± 40 
--637 i 21.0* 84 ± 40 ____ ... 
337 t 35 1.08-t 21. ------
Great Namaqual.and troilite 90 -t 30 2.1 ± 0 • .5 18 ± .5 
Canyon Diab~o troilite ** 62 3 • .5 .s.o 
Sardis troilite** •.s~ 2·~ '~ 
GTant troilite*• 24 6.5 2.4 
Toluca troilite ** uo~ lb L-' 
Soroti troilite .... 
.50 1.7 1.2 
*some troilite inclusion 




Sample This work Hamilton. Morgan and Heier 
(1966) (1966) 
Uranium (PJ;D) 
Granite Cfo.2 1.5 1.64 2.1, 2.16 
Granodiorite GSP-1 0.51 1.80 1.7 
Andesite AGV-1 0.59 1.47 1.9, 2.17 
Basal.t BCR-1 0.68' 1.42 1..6, 1.81. 
Peridotite PCC~1 0.028 ~0.005 o.oo4:t 
Dtmite DTS-1 0.0067 NO.OO) 0.0032 
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TABLE vn:r. 
IODINE AND URANIUM IN CHONDRITES 
A1J. data :frcm GOl.es and Anders (1962) 
Meteorite ppb I ppbtr 
Beardsley 60, 65 
-----
Richardton 31, 21, 33 13 
P1ainview 4T, 50 13, 12 
Bruderheim :16, 27, 5 ll, 1.8, 1.7 
Mocs 50 11 
Ergheo 90 21. 
Stll.l.dal.en 570 ll 
Indarch 210, 300, 300 8, 8, 11 
A bee 1.40, 1..50 17, 12 
St. Marks 64, 1.00 9, :120 
Murray 150, 300, 230 18, 28 ., 1.5 
Mighei 3,50, 270 21, 8 
FIGURE I. 
MONITOR PROCEDURE 
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(From Miyake, 1955) 
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ABSTRACT 
Activation analyses on Canyon Diablo graphite show an iodine and 
uranium content of 337 + 37 ppb and 108 + 21 ppb, respectively. The 
Il29 - Xel29 formation interval for the graphite is calculated and found to 
agree with the formation intervals reported for stone meteorites. During 
exposure to cosmic rays the Abee enstatite chondrite is shown to be ~ 25 
times more effective than Canyon Diablo in producing epithermal neutrons. 
The Kr86 anomaly in Canyon Diablo graphite and other meteorites is com-
pared to an unexplained Kr86 excess reported in pile-irradiated chondrites. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The isotopic composition of xenon and krypton in Canyon Diablo 
graphite has been reported in an earlier article in this journal [1] • In 
addition to a large excess of Xel29, the graphite was reported to contain 
excess Xe128, Kr80, Kr82 and Kr86. These anomalies were attributed 
to the decay of extinct Il29 and to neutron capture reactions on iodine, 
bromine and rubidium. The iodine and uranium abundances in Canyon 
Diablo graphite are reported in this article and used together with the 
recently determined electron-capture branch of Rb86 [2] to discuss the 
origin of the noble gas anomalies. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
The iodine and uranium content of Canyon Diablo graphite were 
determined by neutron activation analysis. The chemical procedure was 
almost identical to that reported by Goles and Anders [3] and Clark, Rowe, 
Ganapathy and Kuroda [24] • The samples were irradiated with two 
aqueous monitors of each of the following salts: Nal, Te(N03 )4 and 
UOz(N03) 2 • The irradiation was conducted in a local reactor for 25 
minutes at a flux of = 5 x 1012 n/ em 2j sec. 
The irradiated graphite samples were dissolved in a hot solution 
of cone. HzS04 and cone. H3P04 containing an excess of Cr03. Cone. 
HCl was leaked into this solution during the dissolution process to oxidize 
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12 gas to I03-. After the graphite was dissolved. an excess of hydroxyl-
amine hydrochloride was used to reduce I03- to 12 and to destroy the 
excess Cr03. The 12 was extracted into carbon tetrachloride, then 
cycled into an aqueous solution of NaHS03, extracted into carbon tetra-
chloride using acidic NaN02 , and this cycle repeated three times. The 
I- was precipitated from an acidic aqueous solution by the addition of 
AgNOy The Agi precipitate was filtered, dried and mounted on 2 inch 
stainless steel planchets for proportional counting. Approximately 20 mg 
of 1- carrier which passed through the entire procedure with the graphite 
gave yields of 20-40% for the graphite samples. 
The monitors together with 20 mg of 1- carrier were subjected to 
two cycles of the above described extraction, precipitated as Agi and 
mounted in the same fashion as sample Agl. Yields of 75-90o/o were 
observed for the monitors. 
The samples and monitors were counted for gross 13-activity in 
a gas-flow end window proportional counter having a background 12 counts 
per minute. The initial activity of 1128 in the sample was about an order 
of magnitude greater than the other iodine activities and therefore easily 
distinquished. The iodine from the uranium and tellurium monitors were 
subjected to the first CC14 extraction within 2 minutes of the separation 
time for the sample iodine. No tellurium was detected in the graphite. 
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3.. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3•1 Uranium and Iodine Content of Canyon Diablo Graphite 
The results of our iodine and uranium measurements are shown 
in Table 1 together with earlier measurements of iodine and uranium in 
Canyon Diablo. The errors shown for our measurements were estimated 
from the variation in activity of monitors and their yields relative to 
sample yields. The smaller errors on sample No. 146 reflect an improve-
ment in our procedure for removing the total monitor activity from the 
polyethylene vials. The abundances of iodine and uranium for sample 
No. 146 will be used in all calculations shown later. 
The enrichment of iodine in graphite supports the suggestion of 
Alexander and Manuel [1} that the excess Xe128 and Xe129 in the graphite 
originates from iodine.. Uranium shows an even greater enrichment in 
graphite. Although there have been no other measurements of uranium 
in meteoritic graphite reported in the literature, Kim, Hwang and Sang [5] 
report high uraniuzn abundances in terrestrial graphite. 
3. 2 rl29 - Xel29 Formation Interval 
The Canyon Diablo graphite has been reported to contain 
s. 52 x 10 .. 10 cc STP excess Xe129 per gram (1]. Combining this value of 
the decay product of r129 with the iodine abundance shown in Table 1, the 
formation interval for the Canyon Diablo graphite can be calculated from 
the equation [6], 
At129 = (17/0. 693) ln (I127/xe129r) (I129tr127)0 Million years. (1) 
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The value of the r129Jrl27 ratio at the end of nucleosynthesis., (I129;r127 )0 , 
depends on the model of element synthesis. For sudden synthesis the 
ratio will be near unity and for contineous synthesis the longer the 
duration of nucleosynthesis, the smaller will be the (I129;r127)0 ratio. 
Many of the recent calculations of rlZ9 - Xe129 formation intervals for 
stone meteorites use either (Il29Jrl27) = 3 x lo-3 [7] or (1129 /1127) = 
0 
1. 25 x lo- 3 [ 6]. These values of (1129/1127 )0 in equation (1), together 
with the iodine and radiogenic Xel29 abundances mentioned above, yield 
! 129- Xel29 formation intervals of at = 131 and llO million years, respectively. 
Kuroda et al [4] have measured xenon and iodine in twelve stone 
meteorites. Using (1129;xl27)0 = 3 X lo- 3 , they calculate rl29- Xe129 
formation intervals with the range of 12 7-300 million years. Hohenberg et al 
[8] calculate a somewhat different rl29 - xel29 formation interval by 
analyzing for xenon from neutron-irradiated meteorites. By comparing the 
release of radiogenic xel29 with pile-produced Xe128. the latter have shown 
that the high temperature minerals of the chondrites began to retain radio-
genic Xel29 about 61 million years after an initial (1129Jr127)0 = 1. 25 x lo-3. 
However, the same chondrites show appreciably longer formation intervals 
for the low temperature minerals [9]. Thus, our value of at= 110 million 
years for the graphite is difficult to relate to the r129- xel29 formation 
interval calculated by Hohenberg et al [8]. 
Since the 1129- Xel29 formation intervals calculated by Kuroda et al 
[ 4] are based on the same method used here (ie comparing the total iodine 
and radiogenic Xel29 abundances in the sample), any difference in the 
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formation time for stone and iron meteorites will be best illustrated by 
comparing the formation interval of the graphite (At= 131m. y.) with the 
range of formation intervals which Kuroda et al [ 4] obtain for stone tneteo-
rites (127 m. y. ~ At~ 300 m. y. ). This indicates that there is no appreci-
able difference in the for~.ll.tioTl time for iron and stone meteorites. 
In contrast to the above conclusion, Reynolds [10] reports a total of 
1. 3 x lo-10 cc STP excess Xe129 in Sardis troilite. Comparing this with 
an iodine content of 3. 59 ppm reported by Goles and Anders [3], Reynolds 
suggested that cooling of the troilite postdates the cooling of the chondrites 
by about 200 m. y. To compare Reynoldslresults with the formation 
intervals calculated by Kuroda et al [ 4], the above values and (1129/1127)0 = 
3 x 10-3 were used in equation (1). This yields an 1129- Xel29 formation 
t 
interval of At= 2.34 m. y. for the troilite. 
3. 3 Neutrons in Canyon Diablo 
Marti, Eberhardt and Geiss [11] have shown that the Kr80, Kr82. 
u 
and Xel2.8 in the Abee and Mezo-Madaras chondrites are due to neutron 
c~~ture of intermediate or fast neutrons. They note that the relative 
abundances of these neutron-capture products and the abundances of 
bromine and iodine in chondrites are in excellent agreement with the 
neutron capture cross sections for 30-300 ev neutron energies. Although 
the excess Kr80 and Kr82. in Canyon Diablo graphite are 5-10 tilnes larger 
than the excess Kr80 and Kr82 in Abee or Mez~-Madaras, the ratio of 
excess Kr80 to Kr8Z in the graphite is 2. 5 [1] • in close agreement with the 
cross-section of bromine for 30-300 ev neutrons [11). 
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By comparing the cosmic ray exposure ages, the iodine abundances 
and the excess Xe128 in Canyon Diablo graphite and in Abee, the relative 
production rates of Xel28 from iodine can be calculated for these two 
meteorites. 
Fisher and Schaeffer [12] have measured the abundances of the 
light noble gases in the metal phase of Canyon Diablo. They calculate an 
Ar36Jcl36 exposure age of 160 million years. Table 2 compares the 
abundances of the light noble gases in the graphite and the metal regions of 
Canyon Diablo. The low abundance of cosmogenic helium in the graphite 
is probably due to selective loss of helium from this sample. This znay 
have occurred at the tizne of impact or during the twelve hour preheating 
of the sample to ~ 100°C prior to gas analysis [1]. We intrepret the close 
agreement in the abundance of cosmogenic neon in the metal and graphite 
regions to indicate that the samples were exposed to essentially the sazne 
total cosmic ray flux. 
The neutron flux, f, of 30-200 ev neutrons acting on Abee and 
Canyon Diablo during their cosmic ray exposure age, t, is 
[ Xel28*]A [1127 x t] C D f /£ = bee • • 
Abee c. D. [ 128*] [ 12.7 ] , 
Xe C. D. 1 x t Abee 
(3) 
where Xe128* is excess produced by neutron capture on iodine. For Abee, 
Marti et al [11] list an exposure age of 6 million years, 145 ppb iodine, and 
2. 5 x lo-12 cc STP excess Xe128 per gram, For Canyon Diablo graphite 
we use an exposure age of 160 million years (12], 337 ppb iodine and 
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7. 2 x lo-12 cc STP excess Xe128 per gram [1]. These values in equation 
(3) indicate that the cosmic ray flux on Abee during its exposure age was 
approximately 25 times more effective than the cosmic ray flux on Canyon 
Diablo in the production of Xe128 from iodine. This difference results from 
many causes, eg. • the depth of the sample in the meteorite, the slowing 
down density of the neutrons. and the cross sections for other neutron 
reaetions in the meteorite. The contribution of these factors in chondrites 
has been described by Eberhardt, Geiss and Lutz [13]. 
From the iodine abundance shown in Table 1, the excess Kr8° and 
Xe128 [1] and the neutron cross-sections of bromine and iodine for 30-300 
ev neutrons (11] • the bromine content of Canyon Diablo graphite is 
estimated to be 15 ppm. 
3. 4 The Kr8 6 Anomaly 
Alexander and Manuel [1] reported a small excess of Kr86 in 
Canyon Diablo graphite and pointed out that neutron capture on Rb85 
followed by an electron capture branch in the decay of Rb8 6 might be 
responsible for the Kr86 anomaly. Excess Kr 86 has also been reported in 
Fayetteville [14], Abee, Canyon Diablo troilite [15] , Richardton and Orgueil 
[16]. In the following discussion it is shown that Rb8 6 is not responsible for 
the excess Kr86 in meteorites, but that a neutron irradiation of meteoritic 
material will produce an excess of Kr86 from some source other than 
fission of u235. 
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The excess Kr86 in Canyon Diablo graphite is 6. 2% of the excess 
Kr80• To demonstrate that Rb86 is not responsible for the Kr86 anomaly, 
we use the following equation to calculate the rubidium abundance necessary 
to produce the excess Kr86. 
(4) 
Alexander, Manuel and Ganapa.thy [2] have measured the isotopic composition 
of krypton from an irradiated rubidiuzn salt and shown that >..E. c. /:>..(3- ~ 5 x 
10-S for Rb86• For thermal neutrons cr85/G'79 = O. 067 [17]. For epithermal 
neutrons thefT 85 /rr79 ratio is appreciably smaller due to the large epithermal 
resonances in bromine and their absence in rubidium [17]. Thus the 
miniumurn rubidium content necessary to produce the Kr86 anomaly will 
result from the use of thermal neutron cross sections in equation (4). 
Using 15 ppm for bromine and thermal neutron cross sections of Br 79 and 
Rb85, equation (4) indicates that the graphite would have to contain a 
minimum of 21% rubidium by weight in order to account for the Kr86 
anomaly. By a similar calculation it can be shown that all reports of excess 
Kr86 in meteorites would necessitate unreasonably large rubidium abun-
dances to produce the excess Kr 86 from electron capture of Rb86• 
Although neutron capture on Rb85 is not responsible for the excess 
Kr86 in meteorites, Merrihue [18] has reported an excess of Kr86 in 
neutron-irradiated samples of Abee and Bruderheim chondrules. An 
integrated flux of 5. 59 x 1018 n/cm2 [8] on the chondrules, IBC-21, pro-
duced 2. 0 !_ 0. 5 x lo-12 cc STP excess K.r 86 per gram and an integrated 
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flux of 1.15 x Io19 n/ cm2 [8] on Abee resulted in 20 + 3 x 1012 cc STP excess 
Kr86 per gram. The fission produced kr~pton, Kr86£, can be calculated 
from the following equation. 
Kr86£ = f cr £ [u235] y86 (5) 
In this equation£ is the integrated neutron flux, CT£ is the cross section for 
neutron-induced fission of u 235, and y86 is the fission yield at mass 86. 
The uranium content of the Bruderheim chondrules IBC-21 has been 
calculated to be 17 ppb from the amount of fissiogenic xenon produced by 
the irradiation [18]. This value avoids any contamination or inhomogenity 
problems since the excess Kr86 and fissiogenic xenon were measured from 
the same sample. The spectrum for heavy xenon isotopes in the irradiated 
Abee sample has not been published. Other investigators report the 
uranium in Abee as 17 ppb [3], 12 ppb [3] and 11 ppb [19]. Using an average 
of these uranium values for Abee together with crf = 580 barns and y86 = 
2. 02o/o [20], equation (5) yields 
[ Kr86f] = 1 2 x lo-12 cc STP/gm and Abee • • 
[Kr86f] IBC- 21 = O. 76 x 10-12 cc STP/gm. 
The excess Kr86 from some source other than u235 amounts to 19 + 3 x 
lo-12 cc STP per gram in Abee and 1. 2 _:t 0. 5 x lo-12 cc STP per gram in 
the Bruderheim chondrules. 
The amount of krypton, Kr8 6*, which comes from the electron 
capture branch of Rb86 can be calculated from the following equation. 
(6) 
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Here f is the integrated flux, cr85 is the thermal neutron cross section of 
Rb85 and ~E. c. 1~(3- is the branching ratio in the decay of Rb86. Gast [21] 
found 3. 45 and 3. 41 ppm rubidium in Abe e. The rubidium content of the 
Bruderheim chondrules has not been reported.. For a whole sample of 
Bruderheim, Shields [22] found 2. 79 ppm rubidium. This rubidium value 
will be used for the Bruderheim chondrules in the following calculations. 
For the above rubidium contents, eras = o. 76 barns [17]' ~E. c. I~ j3- = 
5 x 10-5 [2], and the integrated neutron fluxes given earlier, equation (6) 
yields 
[ 86*1 -13 Kr Abee = 2. 8 x 10 cc STP/gm, and 
[Kr86*]1BC-Zl = 1.1 x lo-13 cc STP/gm. 
Thus, aside from the production of Kr86 from u235 and Rb85, the 
irradiation of Abee and Bruderheim chondrules produced an excess of Kr86 
amounting to 19 ± 3 x Io-12 cc STP/gm and 1.1 ± 0. 5 x l0-12 cc STP/gm., 
respectively. 
The larger excess Kr86 in Abee is probably due to the greater 
flux on Abee and to a greater abundance of the target nuclei which produce 
Kr86 during the irradiation. If the difference in flux on the two samples 
is eliminated, then the Bruderheim sample is found to be depleted in the 
target nuclei by a factor of 8. 4 ± 4 relative to Abee. By comparison 
Larimer and Anders [23] report Ag, Ga, Ge, I and Te in ordinary chon-
drites to be depleted relative to Type I enstatite chondrites by factors of 
7. 8, 4. 2, 5. 6, 6. 8 and 5. 4, respectively. This suggests that the element 
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responsible for the excess Kr8 6 in the irradiated samples may follow the 
chemistry of the elements intermediate between metals and nonmetals in 
the right-hand side of the periodic table. 
We do not understand the origin of the excess Kr86 produced in 
pile-irradiated meteorites. The krypton spectra have been reported for 
only three irradiated meteorite samples [17] , Abee,. Bruderheim and 
Bruderheim chondrules. Each shows an excess of Kr86 above that pro-
duced from u235 or Rb85. The whole sample of irradiated Bruderheim 
contained about the same excess Kr86 as the irradiated Bruderheim 
chondrules, but the statistical error on Kr86 in the whole sample is larger 
than the excess Kr86. From the data available it is not possible to deter-
mine if this excess Kr86 is accompanied by excess Kr84 and Kr83,. as 
would be expected from fission. The neutron irradiation of a meteorite 
sample produces all the krypton isotopes except Kr 78. which Merrihue [17] 
does not report. In the above calculations we have used the excess Kr86 
values reported by Merrihue. who normalized the krypton spectrum to 
Kr84. Since fission contributes to Kr8 3 • Kr84 and Kr86, this normal-
ization gives a lower limit of the excess Kr86. 
The excess Kr86 in the unirradiated meteorites is apparently not 
due to fission of extinct Pu244, since Hohenberg, Munk and Reynolds [26] 
note that the excess Kr86 in Pasamonte is so large that ''our lower limit for 
fission krypton exceeds that estimated from Pu244 by a factor of 12''. Thus 
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an unexplained excess of Kr86 has been reported in seven unirradiated 
meteorites [1, 14, 15, 16, 26] and produced in all reports of krypton 
analyses from pile-irradiated meteorites. It therefore seems likely that 
neutron-induced reactions are responsible for the excess Kr8 6 observed 
in Canyon Diablo graphite and six other meteorites. 
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ON IODINE ABUNDANCES IN DEEP SEA SEDIMENTS 
J. H. Bennett and o. K. Manuel 
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University of M1ssouri, Rolla, Missouri 65401 
Iodine abundance in deep sea sediments have been estimated at 0.05 ppm 
by Turekian and Wedepohl [1961] from the I/Cl ratio of the sea. However, 
chlorine and bromine are greatly enriched in deep sea sediments whereas an 
iodine abundance of 0.05 ppm is less than that found in igneous rocks. 
Neutron activation analysis for iodine and uranium was conducted using 
a flux of ~s x 1012 n/cm2sec from the reactor on campus. The cheudcal 
separation was similar to that used by Goles and Anders [1962] and Clark, 
et. al. [1961]. Samples weighing about 0.3 grams were irradiated with 
monitors for 25 minutes and the resulting iodine activities were counted for 
gross ~-activity in a gas-flow end window proportional counter having a back• 
ground of 12 counts per minute. The huge Il28 activity was easily distinguish-
able from the longer lived iodine isotopes from uranium. No I 131 activity 
from tellurium was observed. 
The data obtained on deep sea sediments are shown in Table 1 along with 
data for BruderheLm, a meteorite whose iodine abundance is well-known. The 
Bruderheim data agrees well with literature values [Goles and Anders, 1962; 
Kuroda et. al., 1966]» although Bruderheim contains appreciably less iodine 
and uranium than the sediments. Several blank analyses were conducted by 
irradiating distilled water in the polyethylene capsules as used for monitors 
and samples. The resulting activities were less than 1% of the activities 
observed in the samples. Each of the values shown in Table 1 are the average 
of two determinations. The errors represent the differences between the two 
trials and encompass the errors due to technique and measurement. 
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The deep sea sediments were obtained from Professor E. D. Goldberg and 
are described by Goldberg et. al. [1964] and by Goldberg and Griffin [1964]. 
The locations~ depths and mineral constituents of each sample are shown in 
Table 1. From this data no conclusions can be made about the association of 
iodine with any one mineral or with the calcium carbonate content. The exact 
iodine content may depend on organic content~ as Gulyayeva and Itkina [1962] 
have emphasized~ or on sorption of iodine on clays [Vinogradov, 1939; 1957]. 
Although no data are available on the organic carbon content of the sediments 
analyzed, the rather uniform iodine abundances and the absence of any correla-
tion with clay or carbonate content may reflect uniform amounts of organics 
in these sediments. Since ZEP 23 was taken considerable north of the other 
samples. this might be an area of local iodine depletion and uranium enrichment. 
On the basis of the LUS samples primarily, it is concluded that deep sea 
sediments can contain up to 50 ppm iodine. Thus Turekian and Wedepohl*s [1961] 
estimate of 0.05 ppm is drastically low. The iodine in deep sea sediments 
appears to be higher than in shales or igneous rocks. Using the deep sea sedi-
ment data reported by Turekian and Wedepohl together with the iodine values 
obtained in this work, the Br/1 and Cl/I ratios in the deep sea sediments are 
calculated to be 1.4 and 420, respectively~ for the three sediments from the 
Lusiad Expedition and 7 and 2100, respectively, for the Zephyrus sample ZEP-23. 
These ratios are much lower than found in sea water but about the same as in 
igneous rocks [Turekian and vledepohl, 1961]. 
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TABLE 1 
IODINE AND URANIUH 
IN DEEP SEA SEDTI1ENTS 
Samples Investigator 
LUS-183 LUS-212 LUS•217 ZEP-23 
I (ppm) 40.3 46.4 49 10.9 This work 
± 3.4 ± 2.4 + 10 ± 2.2 
-
u (ppb) 162 61 250 1500 This work 
+ 22 + 24 + 100 ± 400 
Hater Depth (m) 3500 4360 3340 5214 Goldberg and Griffin[l964] 
and 
Goldberg et. a1. [ 1964] 
Core Depth (em) 33-37 70-74 60-64 65-70 ibid. 
Location ibid. 
latitude 19°44 1 S 6°47 1N 3°561N 26°141 :N 
longitude 12°551W 19°181W 34°041W 26°27 1W 
Caco3 Content 89% 54% 62% 61% ibid. 
~inera1s ibid. 
montmorillonite 24% 16% 23% 16% 
illite 40% 18% 30% l~4% 
kaolinite 21% 52% 35% 27% 
chlorite 13% 14% 12% 13% 
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Iodine abundance in deep-sea sediments has 
been estimated at 0.05 ppm by Turekian and 
Wedepohl [1961] from the I/Cl ratio of the 
sea. Chlorine and bromine are, however, greatly 
enriched in deep-sea sediments, but an iodine 
abundance of 0.05 ppm is less than the iodine 
abundance found in igneous rocks. 
Neutron activation analysis for iodine and 
uranium was conducted using a flux of ::::::5 X 
10"' njcm2 sec from the reactor on campus. The 
chemical separation was similar to the method 
used by Goles and Anders [1962] and Clark 
et al. [1967]. Samples weighing about 0.3 
gram were irradiated with monitors for 25 
min, and the resulting iodine activities were 
counted for gross f3 activity in a gas-flow end-
window proportional counter having a back-
ground of 12 counts/min. The huge P'"' activity 
was easily distinguishable from the longer-lived 
iodine isotopes from uranium. No P 31 activity 
from tellurium was observed. 
The data obtained from deep-sea sediments 
are shown in Table 1 along with data for 
Bruderheim, a meteorite whose iodine abun-
dance is well known. The Bruderheim data agree 
well with values from the literature [Gales and 
Anders, 1962; Kuroda et al., 1966], although 
Bruderheim contains appreciably less iodine and 
uranium than the sediments. Several blank 
analyses were conducted by irradiating distilled 
water in the polyethylene capsules as used for 
monitors and samples. The resulting activities 
were less than 1% of the activities observed in 
the samples. Each of the values shown in Table 
1 is the average of two determinations. The 
errors represent the differences between the 
two trials and encompass the errors due to 
technique and measurement. 
The deep-sea sediments were obtained from 
E. D. Goldberg and are described by Goldberg 
et al. [1964] and by Goldbe1·g and Griffin 
[1964]. The locations, depths, and mineral con-
stituents of each sample are shown in Table 1. 
From these data no conclusions can be made 
TABLE L Iodine and Uranium in Deep-Sea Sediments 
Samples 
LUS-183 LUS-212 LUS-217 ZEP-23 
I,* ppm 40.3 ± 3.4 46.4 ± 2.4 49 ± 10 10.9 ± 2.2 
U,* ppb 162 ± 22 61 ± 24 250 ± 100 1500 ± 400 
Water depth, t m 3500 4360 3340 5214 
Core depth, t em 33-37 70-74 60-64 65-70 
Locationt 
Latitude 19°44'S 6°47'N 3°56'N 26°14'N 
Longitude 12°55'W l9°18'W 34°04'W 26°27'W 
CaC03 contentt 89% 54% 62% 61% 
Mineralst 
Montmorillonite 24% 16% 23% 16% 
illite 40% 18% 30% 44% . 
Kaolinite 21% 52% 35% 27% 
Chlorite 13% 14% 12% 13% 
*This work. 
t Goldberg and Griffin [1964] and Goldberg et al. [1964]. 
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ON THE ORIGIN OF NOBLE GAS ANOMALIES 
IN CANYON DIABLO GRAPHITE 
J . H . BENNETT and 0. K. MANUEL 
Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri, 
Rolla, Missouri, USA 
Received 9 September 1967 
Activation analyses on Canyon Diablo graphite show an iodine and uranium content of 337 ± 35 ppb and 
108 ± 21 ppb, respectively. The 1291- 129xe formation interval for the graphite is calculated and found to agree 
with the formation intervals reported for stone meteorites. During exposure to cosmic rays the Abee enstatite chon-
drite is shown to be ~50 times more effective than Canyon Diablo in producing epithermal neutrons. The 86i<r 
anomaly in Canyon Diablo graphite and other meteorites is compared to an un.expl_ained 86Kr excess reported in 
pile-irradiated chondrites. · · 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The isotopic composition of xenon and krypton in 
Canyon Diablo graphite has been reported :n an ear-
lier article in this journal [ 1] . In addition to a large 
excess of 129xe, the graphite was reported to contain 
excess 128xe, 80Kr, 82Kr and 86Kr. These anomalies 
were attributed to the decay of extinct 1291 and to 
neutron capture reactions on iodine, bromine and ru-
bidium. The iodine and uranium abundances in Cany-
on Diablo graphite are reported in this article and used 
together with the recently determined electron-cap-
ture branch of 86Rb [2] to discuss the origin of the 
noble gas anomalies. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
The iodine and uranium contents of Canyon Diablo 
graphite were determined by neutron activation anal-
ysis. The chemical procedure was almost identical to 
that reported by Goles and Anders [3] and Clark, 
Rowe, Ganapathy and Kuroda [ 4] . The samples were 
irradiated with two aqueous monitors of each of the 
following salts: Nai, Te(N03)4 and U02(N03h· The 
irradiation was conducted in a local reactor for 25 min 
at a flux of~ 5 X 1012 n/cm2/sec. 
The irradiated graphite samples were dissolved in a 
hot solution of cone. HzS04 and cone. H3P04 con-
taining an excess of Cr03. Cone. HCl was leaked into 
this solution during the dissolution process to oxidize 
I2 gas to 103-. After the graphite was dissolved, an 
excess of hydroxylamine hydrochloride was used to 
reduce I03- to I2 and to destroy the excess Cr03. 
The l2 was extracted into carbon tetrachloride, then 
cycled into an aqueous solution of NaHS03, extracted 
into carbon tetrachloride using acidic NaN02, and this 
cycle repeated three times. The I- was precipitated 
from an acidic aqueous solution by the addition of 
AgN03. The Agl precipitate was filtered, dried and 
mounted on 2 in. stainless steel planchets for propor-
tional counting. Approximately 20 mg of r carrier 
which passed through the entire procedure with the 
graphite gave yields of 20-40% for the graphite sam-
ples. It should be noted that this procedure may con-
tain an inherent error if there is loss of iodine before 
the carrier equilibrates with the sample. 
The monitors together with 20 mg of r carrier 
were subject§d to tw~ cycles of the above described 
extraction, precipitated as Agi and mounted in the 
same fashion as sample Agl. Yields of 75-90% were 
observed for the monitors. Several blank analyses on 
distilled water enclosed in the same polyethylene cap-
sules as used for the samples and monitors produced 
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Table 1 
Iodine and uranium in Canyon Diablo. 
Run Sample wt. I u Reference Sample. (mg) (ppb) (ppb) 
Graphite 82 169 340 ± 130 129 ±40 This work 
102 93 637 ± 210 84 ±40 This work 
146 157 
Metal 27A 1060 
Troilite 25A 3000 
* Small troilite inclusion noticed in sample after irradiation. 
activities which would correspond to less than 5 ppb 




The samples and monitors were counted for gross 
{J-activity in a gas-flow end window proportional 
counter having a background 12 counts per min. The 
initial activity of 1281 in the sample was about an or-
der of magnitude greater than the other iodine activi-
ties and therefore easily distinguished. The iodine 
from the uranium and tellurium monitors was sub-
jected to the first CCl4 extraction within 2 min of the 
separation time for the sample iodine. Due to the rela-
tively long half-life of 131 I and the small cross section 
of 130Te, this procedure is not very sensitive for tellu-
rium. From the absence of excess 131 I activity in 
these samples we estimate an upper limit of 2 ppm for 
tellurium. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3 .1. Uranium and iodine content of Canyon Diablo 
graphite 
The results of our iodine and uranium measure-
ments are shown in table 1 together with earlier meas-
urements of iodine and uranium in Canyon Diablo. 
The high iodine abundance shown for sample 102 
may result from the troilite inclusion. Gales and An-
ders [3] report 3590 ppb iodine in the troilite phase 
of Sardis . .The errors shown for our measurements 
were estimated from the variation in activity of moni-
tors and their yields relative to sample yields. The 
smaller errors on sample No. 146 reflect an improve-
ment in our procedure for removing the total monitor 
activity from the polyethylene vials. The abundances 
35 108 ± 21 This work 
4 <0.6 Goles and Ande 
8 3.5 ± 0.4 Goles and Ande 
of iodine and uranium for sample No. 146 w 
in all calculations shown later. 
The enrichment of iodine in graphite sup] 
suggestion of Alexander and Manuel [I] tha 
cess 128xe and 129xe in the graphite origin 
iodine. Uranium shows an even greater enricl 
graphite. Although there have been no other 
ments of uranium in meteoritic graphite rep< 
the literature, Kim, Hwang and Sang [6] rep 
uranium abundances in terrestrial graphite. 
3.2. 1291- 129xe formation interval 
The Canyon Diablo graphite has been rep 
contain 8.52 X w-10 cm3 STP excess 129x~ 
gram r 1]. Combining this value of the decay 
of 1291 with the iodine abundance shown in 
the formation interval for the Canyon Diabl< 
can be estimated from the equation [7] , 
.6.t129 = (17/0.693) ln (127Jj129rxe) 
X (129Jj1271)0 million yea1 
It should be noted that the formation interv: 
lated by eq. (I) are based on a generic relatic 
tween iodine and excess 129xe, although thl 
tionship has not been experimentally establi: 
iron meteorites. Many of the recent calculati 
1291 - 129xe formation intervals for stone n 
use either (129r;1 27r) = 3 X w-3 [8] or (1 
1271) = 1.25 X w-3 [~].These values of(1 : 
in eq. (1), together with the iodine and radio 
129xe abundances mentioned above, yield 1 
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129xe formation intervals of 6.t = 131 and 110 mil-
lion years, respectively. 
Kuroda, Rowe, Clark and Ganapathy [5] have 
measured total xenon and iodine in twelve stone me-
teorites. Using ( 129r;127r)0 = 3 X I0-3, they calcu-
late 1291 - 129xe formation intervals with the range 
of 127-300 million years. Hohenberg, Podosek and 
Reynolds [9] calculate a somewhat different 129r -
129xe formation interval by analyzing for xenon 
from neutron-irradiated meteorites. By comparing the 
release of radiogenic 129xe with pile-produced 
128xe, the latter have shown that the high tempera-
ture minerals of the chondrites began to retain radio-
genic 129xe about 61 million years after an initial 
(129rj1271)0 = 1.25 X w-3. However, the same chon-
drites show appreciably less radiogenic 129xe asso-
ciated with iodine in the low temperature minerals. 
Since the 129r - 129xe formation intervals calcu-
lated by Kuroda, Rowe, Clark and Ganapathy [5] are 
based on the same method used here (i.e. comparing 
the total iodine and radiogenic 129xe abundances in 
the sample), any difference in the formation time for 
stone and iron meteorites will be best illustrated by 
comparing the formation interval of the graphite (D.t = 
131 m.y.) with the range of formation intervals which 
Kuroda, Rowe, Clark and Ganapathy [5] obtain for 
stone meteorites (127 m.y. < 6.t < 300 m.y.). This in-
dicates that there is no appreciable difference in the 
formation time for iron and stone meteorites. In con-
trast to this conclusion, Reynolds [10] has suggested 
that the cooling of Sardis troilite postdates the cool-
ing of chondrites by about 200 m.y. 
3.3 . Neutrons in Canyon Diablo 
Marti, Eberhardt and Geiss [ 11] have shown that 
the 80Kr, 82Kr and 128xe in the Abee and Mezo-
Madaras chondrites are due to neutron capture of in-
termediate or fast neutrons. They note that the rela-
tive abundances of these neutron-capture products 
and the abundances of ~romine and iodine in chon-
drites are in excellent agreement with the neutron 
capture cross sections for 30-300 eV neutron energies. 
Although the excess 80Kr and 82Kr in Canyon Diablo 
graphite is 5-10 times larger than the excess 80Kr 
and 82Kr in Abee or MezO-Madaras, the ratio of ex-
cess 80Kr to 82Kr in the graphite is 2.5 [ 1] , in close 
agreement with the cross section of bromine for 30-
300 eV neutrons [11]. 
Table 2 
Helium, neon and argon in Canyon Diablo 
(X 10-8 cm3 STP/g). 
Graphite Metal 
3He 2.5 94 
4He 94 320 
20Ne 1.83 -
21Ne 1.37 0.97 





3He;21Ne 1.8 97 
Investigator Alexander [ 26] Fisher and Schaeffer ( 12] 
By comparing the cosmic ray exposure ages, the 
iodine abundances and the excess 128xe in Canyon 
Diablo graphite and in Abee, the relative production 
rates of 128xe from iodine can be calculated for these 
two meteorites. 
Fisher and Schaeffer [ 12] have measured the abun-
dances of the light noble gases in the metal phase of 
Canyon Diablo. They calculate an 36 Ar/36cl expo-
sure age of 160 million years. Table 2 compares the 
abundances of the light noble gases in the graphite 
and the metal regions of Canyon Diablo. The low 
3Hef21 Ne ratio in the graphite may be due to selec-
tive loss of helium from this sample, either at the 
time of impact or during the twelve hour preheating 
of the sample to ::::::: 1 oooc prior to gas analysis [ 1] . 
Heymann, lipschutz, Nielsen and Anders [13] list the 
abundances of some of the light noble gases in 61 
fragments of Canyon Diablo. The 3He content varied 
from< 0.03 X 10-8 to 294 X 10-8 cm3 STP per gram, 
but the neon and argon contents were only reported 
for samples with at least 10 X 10-8 cm3 STP 3He/g. 
These gas-rich samples displayed 3Hej21 Ne = 77-110 
and cosmic ray exposure ages clustering near 1 70 and 
540m.y. 
The neutron flux,/, of 30-300 eV neutrons acting 
on Abee and Canyon Diablo during their cosmic ray 
exposure age, t, is 
[128xe*] Ab [I27r x t] c 0 f /J; = ee · · (2) 
Abee C.D. [128xe*] [127r X t] ' C.D. Abee 
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where 128xe* is excess produced by neutron capture 
on iodine. For Abee, Marti, Eberhardt and Geiss [11] 
list an exposure age of 6 m.y., 145 ppb iodine, and 
2.5 X w-12 cm3 STP excess 128xe per gram. For 
Canyon Diablo graphite we use an exposure age of 
170-540 m.y. [13], 337 ppb iodine and 7.2 X w-12 
cm3 STP excess 128xe per gram [ 1] . These values in 
eq. (2) indicate that the cosmic ray flux on Abee dur-
ing its exposure age was approximately 23-73 times 
more effective than the cosmic ray flux on Canyon 
Diablo in the production of 128xe from iodine. This 
difference results from many causes, e.g., the depth of 
the sample in the meteorite, the slowing down density 
of the neutrons, and the cross sections for other neu-
tron reactions in the meteorite. The contribution of 
these factors in chondrites has been described by 
Eberhardt, Geiss and Lutz [14]. 
From the iodine abundance shown in table 1, the 
excess 80Kr and 128xe [ 1] and the neutron cross 
sections of bromine and iodine for 30-300 eV neu-
trons [ 11] , the bromine content of Canyon Diablo 
graphite is estimated to be 15 ppm. 
3.4. The 86Kr anomaly 
Alexander and Manuel [ 1] reported a small excess 
of 86Kr in Canyon Diablo graphite and pointed out 
that neutron capture on 85Rb followed by an electron 
capture branch in the decay of 86Rb might be respon-
sible for the 86Kr anomaly. An excess of 86Kr is also 
observed when the krypton spectra of Fayetteville 
[15], Abee, Canyon Diablo troilite hl6], Richardton 
and Orgueil [ 17] are normalized to 4Kr and com-
pared with atmospheric krypton. In the following dis-
cussion it is shown that 86Rb is not responsible for 
the excess 86Kr in meteorites, but that neutron irra-
diation of meteoritic material will produce an excess 
of 86Kr from some source other than fission of 235u_ 
The excess 86Kr in Canyon Diablo graShite is 6.2% 
of the excess 80Kr. To demonstrate that 6Rb is not 
responsible for the 86Kr anomaly, we use the follow-
ing equation to calculate the rubidium abundance nec-
essary to produce the excess 86Kr. 
(86Kr/80Kr)excess = 0--E.c.f/1.{3-) 
x [85Rb] a85;[79Br] a 79 . (3) 
Alexander, Manuel and Ganapathy [2] have measured 
the isotopic composition of krypton from ar 
ated rubidium salt and shown that A£.c./A.{3-
I0-5 for 86Rb. For thermal neutrons ags/ai 
0.067 [18]. For epithermal neutrons the ag~ 
tio is appreciably smaller due to the large epi 
resonances in bromine and their absence in r 
[18]. Using 15 ppm for bromine and therma 
cross sections of 79Br and 85Rb, eq. (3) indi 
the graphite would have to contain a minimt 
rubidium by weight in order to account for 1 
anomaly. By a similar calculation it can be sl 
all reports of excess 86Kr in meteorites woul 
sitate unreasonably large rubidium abundanc 
duce the excess 86Kr from electron capture 
Although neutron capture on 85Rb is no1 
ble for the excess 86Kr in meteorites, Merrih 
has reported an excess of 86Kr in neutron-in 
samples of Abee and Bruderheim chondrules 
grated flux of 5.59 X 1018 n/cm2 [9] on th 
drules, IBC-21, produced 2.0 ± 0.5 X w-12 I 
excess 86Kr per gram and an integrated flux 
w19 n/cm2 [9] on Abee resulted in 20 ± 3 
cm3 STP excess 86Kr per gram. 
Neutron-induced fission of 235u may be 
ble for part of this excess 86Kr produced in 
diation. The uranium content of the Bruder! 
chondrules IBC-21 has been calculated to be 
from the amount of fissiogenic xenon produ 
the irradiation [19]. The spectrum for heaV) 
isotopes in the irradiated Abee sample has n< 
published. Other' investigators report the ura 
Abee as 17 ppb [3], 12 ppb [3] and 11 ppb 
Using an average of these uranium values for 
gether with a fission cross section of 580 bar 
2.02% yield at mass 86 [21], it can be showJ 
induced fission of 235u would produce only 
IQ-12 cm3 STP 86Kr per gram of Abee and t 
1 o-12 cm3 STP 86Kr per gram of chondrule: 
The amount of 86Kr produced in these ir 
samples from electron-capture of 86Rb can 1 
lated from the rubidium contents. Gast [22] 
3.45 and 3.41 ppm rubidium in Abee. Then 
content of the Bruderheim chondrules has n1 
reported, but Shields [23] reports 2.79 ppm 
in a whole sample of Bruderheim. Using a ne 
capture cross section of 0.76 barns for 85Rb 
5 X 1 o-5 for the electron-capture branching 
86Rb, it can be shown that the above rubidi1 
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dances would produce only 2.8 X IQ-13 cm3 STP 
86Kr per gram of A bee and 1.1 X I o- I 3 cm3 STP 
86Krper gram of IBC-21. Thus, aside from the pro-
duction of 86Kr from 235u and 85Rb, the irradiation 
of Abee and Bruderheim chondrules produced an ex-
cess of 86Kr amounting to 19 ± 3 X JQ-1 2 cm3 STP/g 
and 1.1 ± 0.5 X 10-12 cm3 STP/g, respectively. 
The larger excess 86Kr in Abee is probably due to 
the greater flux on Abee and to a greater abundance 
of the target nuclei which produce 86Kr during the ir-
radiation. If the difference in flux on the two samples 
is eliminated, then the Bruderheim sample is found to 
be depleted in the target nuclei by a factor of 8.4 ± 4 
relative to Abee. By comparison Larimer and Anders 
[24] report Ag, Ga, Ge, I and Te in ordinary chon-
drites to be depleted relative to type I enstatite chon-
drites by factors of 7 .8, 4.2, 5 .6, 6 .8 and 5 .4, respec-
tively. This suggests that the element responsible for 
the excess 86Kr in the irradiated samples may follow 
the chemistry of the elements intermediate between 
metals and nonmetals in the right-hand side of the pe-
riodic tabl~. Since the irradiation did not produce xe-
non in excess of the amounts expected from fission of 
23Su, symmetrical neutron-induced fission of lighter 
elements seems to be the only mechanism which could 
produce the 86Kr anomaly. 
The krypton spectra have been reported for only 
three irradiated meteorite samples [I 8] , A bee, Bru-
derheim and Bruderheim chondrules. Each shows an 
excess of 86Kr above that produced from 235u or 
85Rb. The whole sample of irradiated Bruderheim 
contained about the same excess 86Kr as the irradi-
ated Bruderheim chondrules, but the statistical error 
on 86Kr in the whole sample is larger than the excess 
86Kr. From the data available it is not possible to de-
termine if this excess 86Kr is accompanied by excess 
84Kr and 83Kr, as would be expected from fission. 
The neutron irradiation of a meteorite sample pro-
duces all the krypton isotopes except 78Kr, which 
Merrihue [ 19] does not report. In the above calcula-
tions we have used the excess 86Kr values reported by 
Merrihue, who normalized the kry~ton s~ectrum to 
84Kr. Since fission contributes to 3Kr, 4Kr and 
86Kr, this normalization gives a lower limit of the ex-
cess 86Kr. 
The excess 86Kr in the unirradiated meteorites is 
apparently not due to fission of extinct 244Pu, since 
Hohenberg, Munk and Reynolds [25] note that the 
excess 86Kr in Pasamonte is so large that 'our lower 
limit for fission krypton exceeds that estimated from 
244pu by a factor of 12'. Thus an unexplained excess 
of 86Kr has been reported in seven unirradiated mete-
orites [1, 15-17, 25] and produced in all reports of 
krypton analyses from pile-irradiated meteorites. It 
therefore seems likely that neutron-induced reactions 
are responsible for the excess 86Kr observed in Cany-
on Diablo graphite and six other meteorites. 
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